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Background

- **Delegated Authorization Agent (eg: IETF GNAP)**
  - eg: a money manager as authorized agent that is separate from your bank or stock exchange
  - vs: facebook or Google drive where the “platform” controls both authorization and the data

- **Authorization Request (eg: IETF Rich Authorization Requests and GNAP)**
  - A standardized request format that can include a Verifiable Credential for accountability.

- **Authorization Capability (eg: zcap-ld, UCAN)**
  - An authorization token that can be further attenuated by a delegate of the token holder,
  - offers improved security in many applications.

- **Agent (eg: GNAP Authorization Server)**
  - A policy-driven server that evaluates requests to issue authorization capabilities.

- **User Agent (eg: Chrome, Apple Wallet, MyChart health record)**
  - A digital interface for a human user.

- **Resource Server (eg: Google Drive)**
  - An access-protected digital interface to personal or private data.

- **Policy Description Language (eg: CEDAR)**
  - Allows coding an agents authorization policies in a way that is both human and machine readable.
Example: A navigator combines a health diary with EHR review to create a timeline

Alice is a 47 y/o female with a history of urinary tract infections. Her physician prescribed an antibiotic to be taken as needed. Alice keeps a diary of her symptoms, clinician messages, and other health-related events, including UTIs. This simple diary complements the information in her various electronic health records (EHRs).

When a new symptom appears, Alice updates her diary and uses a health navigator service to help her decide whether to take her prescribed antibiotic or contact her physician. The navigator feeds her diary and all of her EHRs into the GPT 4 large language model (LLM) with instructions to create a timeline showing Alice’s symptoms, prescriptions and self-administered treatments. A link to the updated timeline is added to the diary on her phone. If she decides to contact her physician, she can choose to send the timeline by simply adding the link to her message.
Chat-style linked-prompt large language models (LLM) can improve user experience but users face business and safety risks when private data is exposed to external LLMs.

Risks can be mitigated by introducing a **context-specific prompt engineer** to mediate and pre-process the user’s private data.

LLMs are generalist by design. A specialized prompt engineer is likely to adopt a user lock-in business model as they develop long-term relationships with the LLM user.

A standard that facilitates switching prompt engineers gives users agency over their service providers.

Such a standard also adds value to the LLM vendor when it encourages the users to bypass a third-party prompt engineer because they trust the LLM to be privacy preserving and accountable.

A **personal digital agent** controls access to a user’s private data based on user-controlled authorization policies.

Unlike the prompt engineer, the digital agent need not see or touch the private data itself. Prompt engineers can offer both authorization policy and data service but that combination reduces the user’s agency much as today’s social media platforms do.
PDAP: A standard to separate the agent from the prompt engineer.

- Separate processing of private policies from private data,
- substitutability of the personal agents based on policy portability,
- substitutability of the prompt engineer based on keeping them separate from the resource server.
- Nice to have: human readability of private policies that control the agent.
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PDAP agents combine generalist LLMs with differentiated data and policy communities as the individual's agent.

PDAP standard avoids agent lock-in through portability of personal policies and data access.
The absence of a direct connection between authorization agent and prompt (data) agent allows for combined solutions but still gives the resource owner the opportunity to substitute one or the other without lock-in.
The LLM can offer to bypass a prompt engineer if it chooses to support the GNAP resource sender role and the user agent chooses this option.

We look forward to LLM implementers promoting adoption of GNAP and PDAP.
● GNAP and PDAP can work without either an LLM or a prompt engineer.
Lastly, the prompt engineer can run a local AI model and, if it chooses, bypass the LLM.
PDAP Principals

- Profiling GNAP to protect resource owner choice of authorization agent and prompt engineer.
- Standardizing the GNAP authorization token as a capability to promote prompt engineer substitutability and resource server interoperability.
- Standardizing the policy description language to promote interoperability across policy communities.
- Choosing a policy description language that is human readable for resource owner trust and AI alignment. (optional)
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